To our CrossFit Keep Charging family,

Due to unforeseen circumstances, CrossFit Keep Charging at FIU closed on Friday, February 26th. However, we are excited to announce the merge with our sister box, IMT CrossFit in the heart of Kendall, located within a 10 minute drive from FIU. IMT CrossFit is 10,000 square foot facility offering CrossFit and five other Specialty classes including Beginners CrossFit, CrossFit Kids, Olympic Lifting, Endurance, Gymnastics, and a Competitors class. http://imtcrossfit.net/

On February 29th, all accounts and active memberships will be transferred over to IMT. Your set membership rates and prices will transfer over as well. All you have to do is show up! Also, the class schedule at IMT CrossFit will be exactly the same as the previous schedule at FIU. The facility is equipped with bathrooms, showers, and enough RhinoCo Fitness equipment for all class types and class sizes.

Our new home:

IMT CrossFit
12309 SW 131 Ave
Miami, FL 33186
305-233-9348

FAQs:

Q. I am a new Groupon member, what happens to my month?
A. Your month will automatically roll over and be honored at IMT CrossFit.

Q. How is the parking situation over at IMT?
A. No worries, free parking, and enough space for all.

Q. I pay $X a month and want to know if my rate will be extended at IMT CrossFit?
A. Absolutely, your rate will remain the same.

Q. How do I get from FIU to IMT? How long is the commute?
A. To get to IMT CrossFit you would take Turnpike South to the 120th Street Exit and turn right at that Exit. On 131st Avenue make a left and the location will be on your left hand side. The commute time is less than 10 minutes.

Q. If IMT is too far for me is there another option?
A. Yes, If IMT CrossFit isn’t the perfect fit for your lifestyle then we will help find you a new home. Email us directly at Info@crossfitkeepcharging.com with detailed information on your specific situation and how we could assist you during this transition.